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FROM THE EDITOR

Once again, IFC members have
come through with terrific stories
to share for this chock-full summer
issue. We’ve got reports on two
historical Fleet emergency landings
– one where a tree becomes an
airport, the other in a former airport,
turned into a lumber yard – both
proof that any landing you can walk
– or climb – away from is a good

one. In the tradition of glossy “real”
flying magazines, we’ve even got a
pilot report!
As summer is coming to a close, I’m
happy to have logged quality time
in the Fleet. A highlight was giving
rides to visiting Norwegian friends.
Taking them to altitude gave them a
taste of home, temperature-wise at

least! I hope you’ve had a great year
too and look forward to hearing from
you.
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FEATURE
STORY
Fleet Biplane Vs.
Brunner Winkle Bird
A Comparative Flight Report
John Elliott John_Elliott@newtowertrust.com
Hello fellow Fleet owners and enthusiasts! In an
attempt to create some interesting reading, I have
compiled a comparative flight report on my two
aircraft, a 1931 Fleet Model 7 and a 1929 Brunner
Winkle Bird biplane. The two aircraft are close in age
and similar in appearance, but can be quite different
in flight characteristics despite being powered by
the same Kinner 125 HP engine. First, the stats:
Empty Weight				

Wingspan

1931 Fleet – 1140 lbs			

29 Feet

1929 Bird – 1430 lbs			

34 Feet

Stall Speed				

Fuel Capacity

1931 Fleet – 48 MPH			

24 gallons

1929 Bird – 38 MPH			

37 gallons

The aircraft are structurally similar in the fuselage,
but the wings are a different story. The Bird wings
are all wood with beautiful built-up ribs. The Fleet has
the aluminum ribs with wood spars. The Fleet has
fewer flying wires and, as a result of the strong wing
structure, is a slightly cleaner, lighter design. The
Bird wings also have a longer chord than the Fleet
and the top wing is much wider than the bottom.
Let’s go for a ride! The first thing you notice about
the Bird is its size. It is taller and has a higher center
of gravity than the Fleet. The upper wing has a fat
airfoil and the lower wing has no dihedral at all.

The tail surfaces look huge compared to the Fleet.
Technically, the Bird is a sesqui-plane (the lower
wing generates less than 50% of the lift). Never mind
that, climb aboard and you will notice a rudder bar on
top of the wood decking that makes up the cockpit
floor and a large control stick also made of wood
like a baseball bat. This seems huge compared to
the Fleet’s shorter metal control stick. The cockpit
is much wider and roomier than the Fleet since the
Bird was made to accommodate two passengers
in the front bench seat. Looking out over the nose,
there is more airplane out ahead of you than the Fleet
and visibility is even more restricted due to the wide
fuselage. Starting the Kinner is a familiar procedure
and soon we are ready to roll. Here is where the fun
starts. The Bird is much more awkward on the ground
than the Fleet, partly due to the rudder pedals being
replaced by the wide rudder bar and partly due to
the high center of gravity and bigger top wing. You
feel like there is more airplane all around you and the
view is more restricted as you taxi. Big S turns are a
must, but don’t get too wide and fast as she feels like
she wants to ground loop on pavement as soon as
she gets a chance. Grass is much more of a docile
affair.
Pushing the throttle forward, the Bird is slower
to accelerate than the fleet but the tail comes up
sooner, just under 40 MPH. The Bird can’t match the
Fleet’s climb rate on takeoff though. We tried several
takeoffs and the Fleet pulled up and away. As you
get a feel for the controls, it is clear that the Bird is
designed to be more stable than the Fleet. It tends
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to stay where you point it and resists control inputs
more than the Fleet. I had grown accustomed to
the Fleet control response and found the Bird less
precise as a result of this built in stability. There is
plenty of adverse yaw and you lead with more rudder
to get properly coordinated turns. Once in cruise,
the top end speeds are pretty close (Bird 80MPH,
Fleet 90 MPH). The Bird is designed to fly slower but
has lots more drag than the Fleet and this becomes
noticeable as we start to slow the aircraft down. There
is plenty of control at 60, then 50 MPH. The Fleet
starts to mush and falls away but the Bird can fly
happily at 50 and won’t start mushing until we close
in on 40 MPH! Flight at 45 MPH is possible with the
Bird. A buddy of mine and I did some tail chasing
and found that the Fleet can stay with the bird in
maximum tight turns until we slowed down, then the
Bird had the advantage. The Fleet has a pretty clean
stall break but the Bird has a very mushy stall and
really just flops through the air losing altitude without
a clean break. The Bird’s slow flight capability is also
noticeable as we set up for landing. With the springloaded trim handle set and the throttle back, we set
the Bird up for 55MPh on final. At this speed with
some power on, you can control the steep decent
rate and get into a short field with a limited ground
run. The Fleet is no slouch when it comes to landing
at short grass strips. I regularly fly mine in and out
of a 2,300 foot grass field with power lines and trees
on either end but the Bird can come in steeper and
slower. The Bird has a tendency to float if you let it,
or you came in too fast. The large oleos in the Bird
landing gear create sort of a “twilight zone” where
you aren’t really flying, but you aren’t fully down yet
either especially in a headwind. The Fleet, however,
once stalled in for a three-pointer just drops onto the
mains and is done flying. Rolling out, the Bird once
again shows its desire to catch unwary pilots with an
unexpected yaw left or right compounded by that big
wing on top. I do a lot of rudder dancing especially in
a crosswind to keep things level.
In my opinion The Fleet is much easier to land in
crosswinds. My crosswind component on the Fleet is
about 10-15 kts. For the Bird, it is about 7. That huge
wing and big tail surface acts like a sail.
Well that’s just about it. Two great aircraft that really
are a blast to fly. I feel like Waldo Pepper in the Bird
and Howard Hughes in the Fleet. I couldn’t tell you
which one is more fun as they each have a special
quality but I just might be leaning toward my Fleet.
After all, it is the Fleet Club newsletter, right?
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BACK IN BUSINESS
Chris Bartel is back in the Fleet business. He checked
in early in the summer:
“Please ask members for a wish list, I am currently
working on horizontal stabilizer fittings (5T016) and
hope to have them shortly. I am also working on
original ribs (complete top and bottom sections) it
will be a little while, but should have some completed
by this fall. Over the winter I hope to get PMA status
for some small parts but we’ll see how that works out.
I am also still in the Kinner engine overhaul business
and currently have the following engines ready for
delivery: 1ea K-5, 1ea R-55 and 1ea R-56.
If you have any questions, please feel free to email
(fleetaircraft@gmail.com) or call (new contact number
is 814-935-0929). Thanks for your continued support
and I look forward to working with you in the future.”

MEMBERS WRITE
Stories from our members.
MIKE BARG

uh1dorgunner@aol.com
My father was drafted into the Army in 1951, during
the Korean War. He ended up becoming an agent
in the Army’s Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC). One
of his missions involved riding in the back seat of
a modified P-47 Thunderbolt to deliver a brief case.
This was a long-range mission and my father, 23
years old at the time, had plenty of time to talk with
the pilot. He had always been interested in airplanes
and the pilot let him fly for about 30 minutes. He was
hooked. He resolved to use his GI Bill to get his pilot’s
license when he got out of the Army. A few years
after his hitch ended my father took flying lessons.
He started flying on a Monday morning. Flying two
hours per day he soloed Thursday afternoon of that
week after the required 8 hours of dual time. By the
end of the month, after 40 hours of instruction, he
had his PPL.
In the late 1950’s my father and his brother decided
to pool their resources and buy their first airplane - an
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the plane there for a few days while he found a way
to make repairs. The yard owner happily agreed and
asked if the plane could be pushed over to the tent
and near the road so as to bring in more business.
My father agreed, of course.

old Canadian Army trainer, a Fleet 16B. They learned
a lot about flying in this bird. There were landings
at wrong airfields, ground loops, fly-ins, dead-stick
landings, and generally a lot of fun and new friends.
In fact, my uncle eventually became an airline pilot
and retired from Eastern Airlines with 25,000 hours.
My father never became a commercial pilot, but
loved aviation for the rest of his life and flew all over
the US. While both of them lived a long time, the poor
Fleet did not make it to old age. And therein lies a
tale…
One day in the summer of 1959 my father was
out enjoying a local flight from Norwood Airport in
eastern Massachusetts. Over Wareham the fuel tank
(mounted in the upper wing) decided to split along
a seam, dumping gallons of AvGas into my father’s
lap. He immediately killed the engine and looked for
a landing spot. Miraculously, he was almost directly
over the old Wareham Airport, which was closed
permanently. It had been turned into a Grossman’s
Lumber Yard but the hangars and runway were still
quite useable.

A few days later, on a hot, windless summer day,
my father returned to the old airport with some liquid
steel and about 15 gallons of gasoline. He repaired
the split seam as best he could and poured the fuel
into the tank. During the process he managed to
get some gas onto his gloves. And a little gasoline,
as we all know, smells just like a lot of gasoline. He
was dressed in full leathers, helmet, scarf, goggles,
gloves, boots-the works. The plane was fueled and
ready to go. It was fueled alright. Very fueled. What
my father did not know was that the fuel that dumped
into his lap days before was still pooled in the tail of
this tail-dragger. The hot temperature and no-wind
condition combined to surround the plane in a cloud
of fuel vapor. My father smelled it of course, but
thought he was smelling the fuel that had spilled onto
his gloves. Well, when he hit the starter….WOOF! I
don’t know if he jumped out, or was blown out, but
out he was, standing there, watching while the plane
was consumed. His lower face was slightly singed.
It was the only part of his body that wasn’t covered.
There was actually some thought to rebuilding the
plane. After all it was a metal-tube fuselage, and the
engine and landing gear seemed fine. However, the
insurance company wouldn’t go along with it. They
claimed that the unknown magnitude and duration
of heat made it impossible to determine the strength
of the airframe. In addition, bad legal advice from a
friend had convinced my father that he could collect
big-time on his insurance claim and the plane itself
was no longer needed. Thus the plane was cut up and
the engine sold. In the end very little was collected
from the insurance. A couple of years later my father
purchased a Meyers OTW as a replacement - he still
loved flying - and I still own this airplane. But, if you
look closely at the underside of this OTW you will see
that a small drain hole has been drilled into the belly,
just in case the fuselage tank ever decides to defuel

My father slipped and made for the approach end
of the nearby runway. Apparently there was some
kind of lumber show that day as there was a big tent
erected in the overrun. On short final the main gear
grazed this tent. It wasn’t knocked down or anything,
but my father recalled that people came out of it like
ants! After he brought the plane to a stop, my father itself.
jumped out. People were running over to help, but
one of them had a cigar in his mouth. Needless to say BUDDY WEHMAN
my father warned them all off, especially Mr. Cigar!
I just acquired two logbooks written up in 1937 and
The lumber yard owner asked my father what help he 1938. One is a daily line inspection of a Fleet, type
would need. He asked the owner if he could keep 2 POLB, NC 8649 which was powered by a Warner,
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No. 263. The other logbook is an engine log for a
Warner 125. It shows that the engine was located at
D&W Airport in LeRoy, NY.
I hope there is somebody out there that can connect
the dots to their ‘stuff’ and would like to add the books
to their records.
I am still pleasantly terrorizing the skies around
Summerville, SC in my Fleet.

BUD SILVERS

flynlow@usaviator.net
Sometime ago I purchased some WWI pilot wings on
EBay. I really like the style which is called moustache
wings. They are noticeably different from the style of
wings worn by pilots from the WWII era on. Here is a that I needed new pistons. Jahns wanted something
like $750 for them which was beyond my means at
picture of the ones on my jacket.
the time so the engine project went on hold. I covered
I have a good friend who is a very talented sculptor. the vertical and horizontal stabilizer and the rudder
I asked him if it would be possible to make some and then progress stopped.
wings similar to the ones above only to replace the
US shield with the Fleet Logo. It took him a couple I bought new finished spars from a boat spar builder
of years to get to it, but today I received the finished in Washington for $200.I had them on a long table
wrapped in butcher paper in my hanger at Flabob and
product:
when I went to move them to Missouri I discovered
These are made from Pewter with a high silver content that the termites and found them. I called the same
and have two pins on the back with excellent quality place to buy a new set. It turned out that the owner
retainers. The wings measure 3 ½” long and just over had gone west and I was talking to the new owner.
½” high. They shine like Silver due to the high silver He remembered knocking out the end of the building
content, but the Pewter is harder than Silver and to mill the original spars.They no longer had 28 foot
gives them more strength. To add strength to them I spruce and I would have to go with laminated spars
mounted an aluminum plate to the inside of my jacket which would cost $3000.
which works great. I can send pictures on request. I
am not trying to get rich on these, but though some My neighbor Ed Marquart had a bunch of rough-cut
of you might like to have some. I only have two at this Sitka spruce spars stored in a rack on his hangar
point, and I am keeping one. If anyone else would wall. He sold me two that are 26 feet long for $200
like one then let me know. The price is $50 each and and I think that I can splice a foot on each end and
make them work. They are here in my hangar at Ryan
that includes shipping in the USA.
field Tucson wrapped in heavy black plastic.

JOHN COX

jeltoncox@gmail.com
I had an engine failure in 1975 on my way to the
Merced Antique fly-in. I landed in a wet oat field
and went over on my back breaking both upper
wing spars and the vertical stabilizer and rudder. I
started taking it apart when I got it back to Flabob
and rebuilding it part by part. I built a new vertical
stabilizer and rudder. Started the overhaul on an
earlier K-5 engine and worked stopped when I found

I pretty much stopped work on N236H at that point
and when Mary and I moved to Missouri around 1999
I hauled it and my other treasures back to the farm.
In 2006 I took the fuselage to Pennsylvania and had
Hugo Bartel who lives on an old airmail emergency
strip on top of a mountain put on a new engine
mount. He used Fleet drawings 5B310 and 5B311 as
his reference. I would love to have copies of these
drawings if any one has them. To haul it back to Hugo
I built a rack on my farm truck. When I stopped for
fuel in a farm town along the way a young man asked
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MARK HARRIS

mark.t.harris@comcast.net

what it was. I told him that it was a secret device to
double my gas mileage. He is probably still looking
for one on the internet.
When the FAA started selling records on CD I
ordered mine and discovered that N236H was build
as a model 1 Serial 104. It was wrecked in 1930 in
Kansas City Missouri and rebuilt as a model 2. I had
always wondered where the non-standard engine
mount had come from. I think that the mount was a
little off because the left lower wing had a bunch of
wash-in. The landing gear leg streamline tubes are
also welded in backwards, skinny part forward.
So here we are finally working on her. I have an
R-55 that I want to use and am in the process of
widening the horizontal stabilizer per the pre- war
CAA instructions. My friend Chuck Bale who restored
the PT-6 that is in the March Field museum gave me
an extended vertical stabilizer that I will use. I am still
looking for parts in the many boxes that I hauled from
Missouri.
I would like to thank John Sommerfeld for all of the
help and advice that he has given me since I have

This year has been a little slow for Fleet flying, but
I’ve been able to get out for a few local flights. I
had hoped earlier in the year to get out to a couple
of fly-in’s this year but it didn’t work out. Maybe try
and work on that a little next year. 751V is running
well. I’ve not needed to do too much to her other
than annual inspections and a tailwheel flat. She’s
a pretty reliable starter with hand propping, but you
do have to treat her right. Round motors all seem to
need you to pay tribute and follow the ritual as I found
with a friend’s 3-cylinder Zeke. If that ain’t all primed
up and smartly pulled through (no impulse coupler)
then she ain’t gonna do zip for you. Still interested in
an electric starter…..but also an electric hanger door
would be nice too!

FOR SALE

Ken Moir: 1940 Fleet Finch 16B. TT 700 hrs. Kinner
B5. 155 hrs since top overhaul. Aircraft located in
Akron, Ohio, area. $45,000. Please email: kcfleet16@
sbcglobal.net

WANTED

Buddy Wehman: In bad need of a Y 150 starter.
Please call Buddy Wehman in SC at 843-875-7338
(home) or 843-708-7841 (cell). I am 70 years old and
ready to advance from the armstrong starter to a less
physical method.”

RESOURCES

The Resources section - a listing of professionals
and providers of Fleet expertise and parts can be
found on our website, here: fleet-club.com

restarted my work on my Fleet.

RON PRICE

rprice545@comcast.net
Fleet pilots gather at Antique Airfield. Bruce Allen
from Arkansas, Geoff Prichard from Calgary, Canada,
Chris & Duncan Price from Shullsburg, WI & Ron
Price from Sonoma, CA

PAPER EDITIONS
Contact the us if you need a paper edition of the
newsletter.

PHOTOS FOR THE NEWSLETTER
We love including your photographs in the newsletter
and on the website. If at all possible, digital
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photographs are ideal. We can also scan good
quality photographic prints and will return them
if you indicate that’s your preference. Generally,
photocopies of photographs don’t reproduce well
enough to include.

HOW TO READ YOUR MAILING LABEL
There are 5 pieces of information on the first line,
each separated by a slash [/]:
Model # / Serial # / Registration # / Status of Aircraft
/ year of your last donation to the newsletter. If there
is a question mark [?] instead of a year, we have no
donation record. If you see two slashes together,
that data is missing and we would like to hear from
you about it. No data between the slashes means
there is no record of you owning an aircraft. Also
note regardless of how many aircraft you own, there
is only space on the label to note one.
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MAKING DONATIONS
There are no dues required for Fleet Club
membership. Donations of any size are welcome
and most appreciated, however, to support the
production and mailing of the newsletter and website.
Please make checks payable to Jim Catalano. To
facilitate international donations, members can wire
funds directly to the account; please e-mail Editor for
instructions.

RECENT DONATIONS
Many thanks to the following members who made
donations to the newsletter fund since October 2013:
Phill Bragg

Earl Peacock

Dick Gregersen

Tom Roche

Mark Harris

Lyle Singlinger

George King

Buddy Wehman

Allan Krosner

Robert Zilinsky

Mark Laurin

MEMBERS’ INFORMATION FORM
Last Name 				

First Name 				

Today’s Date

Street Address
City/Town 			

State 			

Zip Code 			

Country

E-mail address 						

Telephone #

[ ]

New Member						

[ ]

[ ]

Continuing Member						

Electronic Newletter only

[ ]

Change Information					

Donation Enclosed $ __________

Year 				

Fleet Model 			

[ ]
Engine

Serial # 					

Registration #

Aircraft Status

[ ] Restoring		

[ ] Flying		

Discontinue Print Newsletter,

[ ] Storage		

[ ] Display

Comments

NEWSLETTER RESPONSIBILITY AND LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The International Fleet Club Newsletter is a hobby type, recreational, sport flying publication and is an amateur production intended only for the
edification and entertainment of its subscribers. If you have questions about ideas or suggestions from the newsletter, it is suggested that you cross
check the information prior to its use. The social events and fly-ins reported in the newsletter are only suggestions, and because of location, type of
airport, surrounding terrain, etc., all events reported may not be suitable for attendance by all members. Prior to attendance of any event reported in the
newsletter, each member should review the proposed site of the event and in light of that, and in the light of the flying experience of the pilot/subscriber,
assess the capability of the pilot to successfully and safely attend the events. The International Fleet Club Newsletter assumes no responsibility or liability
for the contents of the newsletter, or for damages resulting from attendance at events reported in the newsletter.
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